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Abstract. Sharing health data could avoid duplication of effort in data collection, 

reduce unnecessary costs in future studies, and encourage collaboration and data 

flow within the scientific community. Several repositories from national institutions 
or research teams have making their datasets available. These data are mainly 

aggregated at spatial or temporal level, or dedicated to a specific field. The objective 

of this work is to propose a standardized storage and description of open datasets 
for research purposes. For this, we selected 8 publicly accessible datasets, covering 

the fields of demographics, employment, education and psychiatry. Then, we 

studied the format, nomenclature (i.e., files and variables names, modalities of 
recurrent qualitative variables) and descriptions of these datasets and we proposed 

on common and standardized format and description. We made available these 

datasets in an open gitlab repository. For each dataset, we proposed the raw data file 
in its original format, the cleaned data file in csv format, the variables description, 

the data management script and the descriptive statistics. Statistics are generated 

according to the type of variables previously documented. After one year of use, we 
will evaluate with the users if the standardization of the data sets is relevant and how 

they use the dataset in real life. 
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1. Introduction 

Sharing health data could avoid duplication of effort in data collection, reduce 

unnecessary costs in future studies, and encourage collaboration and data flow within the 

scientific community. It would also improve the reproducibility and transparency of 

clinical research by allowing researchers to validate each other's results and reduce the 

impact of publication bias [1]. Many institutions are now making their datasets available. 

For example, in France, open platform contains French public data about demographics, 

COVID-19, elections, energy consumption, health and employment [2]. Researchers are 

increasingly encouraged to deposit their work on these platforms. These data were 

previously crossed for a study on the relationship between the immigrant rate and health 
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status [3]. Institutions data are generally aggregated at a geographical level (e.g., a city 

or region) over a defined period (e.g., day, month, year). More specific repositories also 

propose individual data [4], from generic domain or specific data as hospital intensive 

care units [5–7]. The datasets are spread over different repositories, with heterogeneous 

formats, nomenclatures and descriptions. 

The objective of this work is to propose a standardized storage and description of 

open datasets dedicated to psychiatry and mental health. 

2.  Methods 

We have selected useful datasets for research in psychiatry available as open access on 

various national or international data sharing platform. They provide ecological variables 

which often supplement individual psychiatric variables (e.g., in a cohort) to gain 

information about their environment and adjust the statistical models. We studied the 

format, nomenclature (i.e., files and variables names, modalities of recurrent qualitative 

variables) and descriptions of these datasets. 

We had to select a unique file format (i.e., type of file, column separator, decimal 

character, header, encoding), standardized files names, variables names and description. 

We also provided a standardized description of the variables composing the data file with 

a non ambiguous and meaningful variable name for printing and the type of variables 

(i.e., binary, qualitative, continuous quantitative, discrete quantitative). We did not take 

into account non relevant variables as unique identifier, qualitative variable with too 

much modalities and variables (e.g., zipcodes) corresponding to the statistical unit of the 

file. For each of the datasets, we kept the original dataset and we added the standardized 

file. We also provided a data management script when necessary. We developed a script 

to automatically generate descriptive statistics based on the cleaned and managed data 

file and the description of the variables. Statistics are generated according to the type of 

variables previously documented. 

All the documents are available in a gitlab directory, with one folder per dataset and 

a README file to describe each folder [8]. 

 

3. Results 

3.1. Source files 

We selected 8 datasets, covering the fields of demographics, employment, education and 

psychiatry. We also provided a dataset giving a correspondence between two French zip 

codes nomenclatures. Raw files were available in heterogeneous formats (csv in French 

or International format, xls, xlsx), delimiting character in the case of flat files, decimal 

character (“,” and “.”) and encoding (LATIN-1, LATIN-3 and UTF8). Some datasets 

formats were often of poor quality, with empty lines at the top or bottom, specifying the 

source and the generation date. A file presenting social disadvantage indicator was 

generated based on several other variables: tax income, unemployment, workers, 

graduates. 
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3.2. Standardization 

Each repository contains 5 files: the raw data file in its original format with a prefix for 

the type of file and a suffix for the years covered by the file, the cleaned data file in csv 

format, the variables description, the data management script and the descriptive 

statistics. The table 1 provides the standardized names and description of each file. 

Standardization of the cleaned data file complies with the following characteristics: 

� File format: csv, column separator “,”, decimal character “.” 

� Variable names: lowercase, no special characters except the underscore 

� Standard modalities for sex (M/F) 

� Date in YYYY-MM-DD (year, month, day) 

� Frequent Standardization of variable names for the most frequent ones (e.g., 

insee_code, postal_code). 

Each dataset was documented with a README file at the root of the folder. The 

elements of this file are described in table 2, The figure 1 represents the folder dedicated 

to the finess (FIchier National des Etablissements Sanitaires et Sociaux, French 
designation for the national register of health and social establishments) dataset, a list 

of all French health facilities. The figure 2 is the subdirectory containing the raw finess 

dataset and the R data management file. 

Table 1. Standardized name and description of files available for each dataset 

Files Description 
raw_XXX_year.xslx Source file without modification 

dm_XXX_year.R Data management script for cleaning and 

standardizing the raw data file 
cleaned XXX_year.csv Cleaned and standardized file 

variables_XXX_year.csv Description of the variables 

desc_XXX_year.html Descriptive statistics 

 

Table 2. Documentation items contained README file 

Section Description 
Description Context (e.g., country and date of generation), 

productor (e.g., institution, company), statistical 

unit, type of data 

Overview Display of the five first rows 
License and reuse conditions Name of the license and/or link with the source 

page with use conditions 

Raw data source Link to the source page where the data were 
downloaded 

References         Link to data productor website or bibliographic 

references 

Table 3. Statistical indicators and graphics appropriate for each type of variable 

Type of variable Statistics Graphics 
Binary variable Count, percentage, percentage of 

missing data 

Doughnut 

Qualitative variable Count, percentage, percentage of 

missing data 

Barplot 

Continuous quantitative Median IDR, min, max, 

percentage of missing data 

Histogram and density 

Discrete quantitative Median IDR, min, max, 
percentage of missing data 

Barplot 

Date                   Min, max, number of events per 

date with quartile 

- 
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3.3. Automated descriptive statistics 
For each type of variable, we propose appropriate statistical indicators and graphics, 

described in table 3. The figure 3 represents descriptive statistics for the variable 

“Number of bed-days for full time hospitalization”, available in the dataset dedicated to 

annual hospital activity in psychiatry. 

Figure 1. Repository for finess dataset, a list of all French health facilities. 

Figure 2. Subdirectory containing the raw finess dataset and the R data management file. 

 

Figure 3. Automated descriptive statistics for the dataset dedicated to annual hospital activity. 

4. Discussion and Conclusions 

In this study, we implemented OpenDataPsy, a standardized storage and description of 

open datasets dedicated to psychiatry and mental health. These datasets are directly ready 

to be used, after being transformed into a common standard format. The description of 
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variables allowed to automatically generate descriptive statistics of each dataset, in 

common format. 

It remains to manage the recovery of the data sets when they are updated on the 

initial source site. We also need to spread the repository inside the psychiatric community. 

After several months of use, we will evaluate with the users if the standardization of the 

data sets is relevant and how they use the dataset in real life. In the future, we will feed 

the directory with new datasets.  In particular, we plan to integrate free text data coming 

from forum and social media. It will be necessary to anonymise this data before sharing.  
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